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Flag flies at
half-mast
Students, staff
remembered

Inauguration
plans still in place
Habecker mourns loss,
shares vision
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Taylor family mourns fatal crash

Four students, one staff member pass away

Whitney Cerak
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
NEWS EDITOR
On Wednesday night, 10
miles away from Taylor University’s Upland Campus,
the unthinkable happened.
Four students and one staff
member were killed in an accident while heading south
on Interstate 69.
The students and staff
member were driving back
to the Upland campus after
setting up for a scholarship
banquet in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
when a semi tractor trailer
crashed through the highway median and collided
with their van.
The Taylor community
of students, administrators
and alumni are now mourning the loss of seniors Brad
Larson and Betsy Smith, junior Laurel Erb, freshman
Whitney Cerak and staff
member Monica Felver.
According to preliminary investigations, the semi
truck was driving in a northbound lane when it crashed
through the median into the
southbound lanes and hit the
van. The impact of the semi
peeled open the side of the
Taylor van and several passengers were ejected. Police
believe the crash occurred
around 8 p.m.
Currently senior Laura
Van Ryn and Taylor staff
members Connie Magers,

Laurel Erb
Vickie Rhodes and Michelle
Miller of Creative Dining
Services are in the hospital.
Miller and VanRyn are at
Parkview Hospital in Fort
Wayne, Ind. As of Thursday
morning, VanRyn was in critical condition and Miller was
in fair condition. Rhodes and
Magers were taken to Marion
General Hospital where they
had deep bruises and broken
ribs.
Wednesday night at 11
p.m., students, faculty, staff
and local community members packed into Rediger Auditorium for a prayer vigil,
leaving standing room only.
Taylor leaders, including
President and Mrs. Habecker,
President Emeritus Jay Kesler, Board of Trustees Chairman Dick Gygi and student
body president Matt Mancinelli, shared their thoughts,
prayers and favorite Bible
verses.
Upland's Mayor Wayne
Seybold contacted President
Habecker soon after the accident to offer support and
assistance.
"Our community, whatever we can do, we're going to
do . . . We're going to mourn
with you . . . Anything you
need from us, we're going to
be there with you," Seybold
said.
At a time when everyone
was expectantly looking forward to the upcoming presi-

Monica Felver
dential inauguration, students, staff and faculty were
sobbing, singing hymns,
praying, reading scripture
and sharing thoughts early
into the morning.
“The incredible love we
have for our students makes
this very difficult,” Habecker
said.
Students were encouraged
while mourning and grieveing the loss of their friends
Wednesday night.
“I just want to especially
remind us that it’s necessary
that we mourn together,"
Mancinelli said. "When we
sing songs like 'It is well
with my soul' and you don’t
feel like you can sing those
words, it is more than reasonable, and it’s absolutely
okay. I want to encourage
your hearts to break and to be
sad and to be confused and
to have feelings you feel like
you shouldn’t have. I hope
we can sing some songs,
not only hopeful songs like
that, but also some songs of
mourning. I want to encourage you, while we do have
hope, to really identify with
what is happening, and not
to make it easy, but to really
hurt.”
Another prayer vigil
was held Thursday morning at 9 a.m. Physics department chair Bob Davis played
the piano and students were
given the hour to pray and

cry as individuals and as a
community. Then, at 10 a.m.
there was a service with the
Taylor Chorale and Sounds,
scripture readings and messages from Campus Pastor
Randy Gruendyke, President
Habecker, Pastor Bachelor
and Dean of Students Skip
Trudeau.
“I know … that the resurrected body of Christ is real
and evident among us,”
Trudeau said.
He encouraged the campus to connect.
"Connect to each other
today to reach out to each
other. [Let's] put our arms
around those who are most
acutely [connected] to this
tragedy. Today, and for the
foreseeable future, let’s just
connect," he said.
President Habecker
also shared words of comfort
with the student body Thursday morning.
“The first side [of death]
is that we know these people
[who died] love the Lord
passionately, and they are in
the presence of God today.
And how many of us would
wish that they be back here
knowing where they are?”
Habecker said. “And the
other side [of death] is that
we are here, dealing with
the hurt. Jesus is in this place
this morning, and I think he
would be weeping with us
as we go through this expe-

Brad Larson
rience. This university is a
holy place, and we believe
that with all our hearts."
Across the campus the
reality of the accident is beginning to sink in. Students
are beginning to see the van
accident was not a dream
and are attempting to cope
with the fact that their friends
have passed away.
“It was so hard to walk
down the line today [in the
dining commons], and know
that [Monica] wasn’t going
to be there to tell me what
tasted good or bad, to laugh
about me getting a half-glass
of soymilk, or to banter back
and forth with the witty humor she had,” junior Cat
Kelleher said. “[Monica] was
a beautiful, honest and hilarious woman, and I can say
with utmost sincerity that
I am going to miss talking
with her.”
Habecker, too, is finding
ways to cope with the tragedy.
“Scripture is an incredible
source of hope. It’s not my
word, it's God’s Word that really comforts us during these
times. We can hug, but it's
God’s Word that really encourages,” he said. “All of us
now are hurting, and we’re
hurting really badly. I’ve
probably shed more tears in
the last 12 hours than I have
in 10 years. It just hurts and
there’s no other way to say

Betsy Smith
it.”
The inauguration of President Habecker will continue
this weekend. However, the
focus of the event has been
repurposed.
“Our decision [to proceed] was based upon our
desire at this time especially
to renew our commitment to
one another as a Christ-centered faith community and
to honor the memories of the
students and staff members
involved in Wednesday’s
tragic accident," Director of
News Services Jim Garringer said. “We desire to bring
our students, faculty, staff
and honored guests together,
perhaps not with the original
sense of celebration and anticipation we had planned,
but rather as a demonstration
of an intentional commitment to one another and to
those things to which Christ
has called us."
Taylor students, faculty
and staff on both the Upland
and Fort Wayne campus are
in need of prayer support as
feelings of grief and hurt begin to climax.
As of press time, no new
information was available to
report on funeral plans or the
condition of those hospitalized. The latest news will be
posted on the Taylor Web site
at http://www.taylor.edu.

Commute for Uganda youth Teens fall before Christ
BY BETHANY HOWARD
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
Over 30,000 Northern
Ugandan children travel
thousands of miles each
night to avoid capture by the
Lord’s Resistance Army and
other armed forces in Northern Uganda. If captured,
these children face being
used as soldiers, sex slaves
and porters.
Tomorrow night over 37,000
people will gather in 130 U.S.
cities for the Global Night
Commute. This event will
raise awareness of Ugandan
children and encourage the
U.S. government to help end
conflict in Northern Uganda.
At least 25 Taylor students
have already committed to
joining the GNC in India-

News

napolis. Some students plan
to meet at Campus Safety tomorrow at 5:45 p.m. to travel
as a group. Other students
will meet participants in Indianapolis and other cities
on their own.
Participants will march
from one point in their city
to another, where they will
sleep for the night. They will
also write letters to their local
senators and President Bush
asking them to help end the
war in Northern Uganda. Finally, each location will take
a group picture holding up
a sign with its city’s name.
Photography and filming
will take place throughout
the night to document the
movement.
Junior Cassie Hedges
spent the spring of her

sophomore year studying in
Uganda at Uganda Christian
College.
“I have Ugandan friends
who were abducted, tortured, raped, trained to kill
and trained to terrorize as
children,” Hedges said. “If
they wouldn’t have done as
their commanding officer
demanded, they would have
been brutally murdered. I
heard these stories first-hand
from my friends.”
Hedges plans to attend
GNC with Taylor’s group.
“This is something that I, as
an individual, can do to not
only raise awareness about
this almost two-decade war
in northern Uganda, but also
fight it,” she said.

See 'Invisible
children' Page 2.

BY ANNA DANIELS
CONTRIBUTOR
Last weekend Taylor hosted Youth Conference 2006:
Fall on Your Face. The event
brought in approximately
350 high school students for
a weekend of learning, serving and fun.
The high school students
played games, attended
small groups, participated in
a service project and listened
to sessions by speaker Jeremy Kingsley.
Kristi Yoder, youth conference co-director, explained
how the theme of “Fall on
Your Face” was chosen.
“Last spring we came
across some passages in the
Old Testament where people
encountered God in some

way and their response was
always to fall on their face
before him," she said. "We
loved that phrase, 'Fall on
Your Face,' and started to talk
about using it as the theme.
At first we thought it might
be too serious or not funny
enough or creative enough,
but as time went on we realized that it didn’t matter.
We couldn’t get it out of our
heads and just knew that this
was the direction the Lord
wanted for YC.”
The YC sessions were also
open for Taylor students to
attend, although many students chose to volunteer at
the conference.
The participation of Taylor
students was key to making
the YC possible.
Thirty students helped

plan the event throughout
the year and 120 volunteered
to be small group leaders.
Others contributed by running games and activities on
Friday, enjoyed activities in
the dining commons.
The high school students
participated in relays, answered funny trivia questions about themselves and
had a ‘speed dating’ game.
“I think a majority of [the
students] enjoyed it— it was
loud and crazy. The kids
were energetic and enthusiastic, which made it fun for
the rest of us,” sophomore
volunteer Amanda Quillen
said.

See 'Youth conference'
Page 2.
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proves successful
BY KRISTINA SATERN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Taylor held a prayer vigil
for senior Melissa Munn during her lifesaving surgery on
Monday night. Both students
and faculty kept Munn in
prayer during the vigil and
continue to do so.
“There was a steady stream
of students who came by the
chapel from 5 to 11 p.m. on
Monday night. There was
never a time when there
wasn’t somebody there. The
atmosphere was subdued
and prayers were punctuated with stories about Melissa
and her impact on others,”
Campus Pastor Randy Gruendyke said.
Munn was taken to the
emergency room Monday
morning after having trouble
breathing. When she arrived
at Marion General Hospital,
her breathing stopped and
she flat-lined. She received
CPR before being airlifted to
Lutheran Hospital of Indiana
in Fort Wayne, Ind.
There, doctors found several blood clots in her lungs.
One large clot blocked her
pulmonary artery. Doctors
had few options because of
the dangers of combining
new medications with those
already treating other symptoms. Therefore, early Monday evening, doctors began
open-heart surgery.
During surgery, which
lasted about six hours, doctors removed all of the blood

clots successfully. They inserted a right ventricle assistance device that is currently
providing mechanical assistance, allowing the right side
of her heart to function properly while it heals.
The device can remain
in Munn’s heart for a prolonged period. During that
time period doctors will keep
her in the intensive care unit,
continuing to watch her condition closely and run tests
to assess the best step to take
next.
Munn underwent another
surgery on Tuesday morning
to check for residual bleeding
from the surgeries. Doctors
found very little bleeding.
Since Wednesday morning,
Munn has also been breathing without any assistance.
Doctors hope that in the
next few weeks the right side
of her heart will begin to function normally. If her heart
does not recover, she will be
added to a heart transplant
waiting list. Doctors say she
would be high on the list because of her health and age.
Munn is alert and talking
and has been free from infection, but she remains in critical condition.
Her family, friends and
fiancé, senior Brad Moser,
thank everyone for their
prayers, love and support.
Taylor has kept both students and parents aware of
Munn’s condition through
e-mails and will continue to
send updates.

Invisible children:
from page 1
World Christian Fellowship (WCF) co-directors Valerie Harle and Margie Davis
encourage Taylor students to
join the commute.
“This event is just one
way to be obedient to Christ
and show others in Indy and
around the world that we care
about these children and we
want something done about
it,” Davis said. “Part of WCF
is giving students a way to respond to crisis and injustice,

and we are just providing the
means to do it.”
Invisible Children, a nonprofit organization, created
the GNC as part of their effort to raise awareness and
encourage U.S. government
help for children in Northern
Uganda.
To sign up or find out more
about GNC, visit Invisible
Children’s Web site at http://
www.invisiblechildren.com.

UPLAND STOP N GO

Photo by Amy Wood

Youth Conference small group leaders cheer emphatically as visiting high school students enter Rediger Auditorium for the first time. "Fall
On Your Face" was the theme of the weekend. Throughout the weekend students learned from returning speaker Jeremy Kingsley, played
games, attended a concert, talked in their small groups and enjoyed staying in the dorm.

Youth conference:
from page 1
Taylor students also
led the conference's small
groups.
Through
these
groups, Taylor students were
able to spark authentic conversation with the youth and
challenge them to go deeper
in their relationship with the
Lord.
The small groups were designed so that students from
the same youth group were
split up. This was to bring the
students out of their comfort
zone and let them meet new
people, Yoder added.
The high school students
also received a devotional
book with topics, including
“What does Worship Mean
to You?” and “Falling on
Your Face in Repentance.”
On Saturday the high
school students participated
in a service project in the
KSAC. The students part-

nered with the Lion’s Club
International Eyeglass Distribution Center, the Muncie
Mission and World Gospel
Mission. The students sorted
250,000 glasses in one hour.
“[This] saved the Lion’s
Club over 25 weeks of work,”
Yoder said.
“The glasses will be sent
throughout the world, including 60,000 of them to the
Gulf Coast. The Muncie Mission provided materials that
the students packaged into
100 hygiene kits to be given
to families in need. World
Gospel Mission brought in
support letters that the students stuffed. [There were]
1,000 letters for Ernie and
Anna Smith, missionaries in
the Ukraine,” she said.
On Saturday evening,
Christian speaker Jeremy
Kingsley of Onelife Minis-

tries spoke on the theme of
“Fall on Your Face.” By using
the story of David and Bathsheba in 2 Samuel, Kingsley
showed how even though
David sinned, he was forgiven when he fell before God.
“Have you ever tried to
cover up sin?” Kingsley
asked in an emotionallycharged address. “I have
helped people cheat, lie and
steal, [but God says,] 'I love
you and I forgive you—you
are forgiven.'" He continued
by saying, “Is Jesus looking
at you now because you’ve
been covering up yourselves? It’s you! Just tell him
you’re sorry, humble yourself because [he says,] 'I can’t
wait to forgive you.'”
In his conclusion Kingsley
called for students to fall on
their knees if they felt led to
do so.

Free Music Events
Saturday, April 29
Junior Recital:
Carmen Spencer, Soprano &
Renae Timbie, Mezzo Soprano
2:00 p.m.

280 N MAIN ST
UPLAND, IN 46989
765-998-7060

Senior Recital:
Sarah Hays, Piano &
Nathan Jones, Bass
7:00 p.m.

OPEN 24 HOURS!!

Sunday, April 30
Junior Recital:
Megan VanDam, Soprano &
Alexander Frank, Tenor
3:00 p.m.

Welcome Taylor
Grandparents!

Free Coffee!
with Gas Fill-up
8-Gallon Minimum

Bring in coupon to redeem offer.

Praise Team Director
opening at United Methodist Church

The evening concluded
with a concert featuring
Building 429, Tait and Hyperstatic Union. Missionaries
Tim Scott and Will Decker of
Travel the Road also spoke at
the concert.
Yoder said she hoped
high school students, youth
leaders, Taylor students and
everyone who attended the
conference would walk away
with a deeper understanding of what it means to truly
humble oneself before God
and have no other choice
than to fall on one's face in
reverence before Him.
"[I hope we have
learned] to know that when
our hearts are truly overwhelmed by the Lord that we
have no other option than to
fall before Him,” Yoder said.

RODNEY MARTIN P.I.
- For County Council President of Martin Investigations, Inc.

Private Detective Agency - 17 years Financial Investigations

EDUCATION
* MBA Finance, Ball State, 1987
* B.S. Economics & Political Science, I.U., 1976

*Involved in planning and oversight
for our praise team.
*Approximately 46 weeks per year.

PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE
* Stockbroker, K.J. Brown & Co.
* Insurance Claims, Auto Owner's Insurance Co.

Please send your resume to the church office:
Upland United Methodist Church, P.O. Box 11,
Upland, IN 46989

“TAKING A CLOSE LOOK AT
COUNTY GOVERNMENT”

News
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Cancelled Events

Inauguration Schedule
Celebratory Luncheon (Invitation only)
Hodson Dining Commons,
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Council of 100 Reception and
Wall of Honor Introduction (Invitation only)
Zondervan Library, 3:00 - 4:15 p.m.

Campus Tours (On the half hour)
Rediger Chapel, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Inauguration Celebration Concert
Rediger Chapel, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

Classes - Friday (will resume Monday)
Talley's Folly - Friday (will resume Saturday)
Music Recitals - Friday (will resume Saturday)
MCC Track Meet - Friday (moved to IWU)
Taylathon - Saturday (may be rescheduled, TBA)

Venture for Victory Display Dedication
Odle Arena, 2:00 - 2:45 p.m.

President's Dinner (Invitation only)
Hodson Dining Commons/Alspaugh, 6:30 p.m.

Vesper's Memorial Service - Sunday (moved to May 7)

Russian team ETC, Lilly donate technology
trains at TU
BY RANDY KIZER
CONTRIBUTOR
This week Taylor hosted
a group of students from
Russia’s Nizhni Novgorod
University. The 14 visiting
students are working professionals seeking master’s
degrees in business administration. An administrator and
two translators accompanied
the group. The team's six-day
visit to Indiana was designed
to provide contextual training
in business, economics and
government.
Monday was the team’s
first day at Taylor. The team
took a campus tour, then attended lectures by Taylor faculty members in business and
economics. The students concluded their day bowling in
Marion and eating ice cream
at Ivanhoe’s.
The team visited the Steel
Dynamics industrial facilities
in Fort Wayne on Tuesday,
and on Thursday the group
spent a full day in Indianapolis. After a tour of the state
capitol, the team met Governor Mitch Daniels. The itinerary also included a trip to the
World War II Museum.
Today the NNU students
will be honored guests at
President Habecker’s inauguration. The trip concludes tomorrow with a special speech
given by Indiana Secretary of
State Todd Rokita on promoting business growth for the
U.S. economy.
Taylor’s partnership with
NNU extends over a decade.
Currently, NNU is the third
largest university in Russia

News

and is renowned for its physics, chemistry and mathematics programs. The city of Nizhni Novgorod’s history in
science extends back to 1980
when Russia’s nuclear physicist, Andrei Sakharov, was exiled because of his stand for
freedom and denouncement
of the arms race.
Nizhni Novgorod is located on the banks of the Volga
River just east of Moscow.
Known as “Gorky” during
the Soviet era, the city returned to its traditional name
in the early 1990s. It was during this time that NNU began
its relationship with Taylor.
In 1991 numerous Russian
universities joined the Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities to help create academic cooperation between
the United States and the former Soviet Union. The goal
was to create MBA programs
in Russian universities that
would be compatible with
the ones in the West. However, the Russian programs
planned to have an extra emphasis on ethics and values.
As the partnership continues over the years, learning opportunities for members of both universities are
abundant. Taylor faculty and
students receive insight into
Russia’s economy as it transitions from state-controlled
businesses to a free market.
By visiting Taylor, NNU students can observe a Western
economy in action and see
how the principles learned in
textbooks function in the real
world.

BY AARON BENGTSON
CONTRIBUTOR

The Educational Technology Center recently began
branching out from serving
Taylor to serving the greater
Upland community. Gary
Friesen, director of academic
technology, started visiting
local schools with ETC Technology Assistant Ben Ranfeld and Academic Technology Resource Manager Joe
Childers, to teach educators
how to effectively use PowerPoint in the classroom setting.
Friesen provides threehour training sessions in
which he teaches the basics
of Microsoft PowerPoint as
well as the intricate portions
of the program, such as using pictures and animations.
“The purpose is to provide
a service to the local community and also for public rela-

tions for Taylor University,”
Friesen said. “Hopefully, this
will attract more quality students from the local area.”
After each training session, with the help of Lilly
Endowment Inc., Friesen
leaves a multimedia cart at
the school as a gift for the
teachers to continue using
afterward.
Response from the local
schools has been positive.
“We really appreciate
[Friesen’s] time and efforts,”
said Joel Martin, principal
of Oak Hill High School. “I
heard many positives from
those who took part in the
training. OHHS is also excited about the cart and
equipment . . . We will put
it to good use for the sake of
young people.”
Friesen, Childers and Ranfeld plan to visit three local
schools each year for three
years. They have already do-

nated a cart to King’s Academy in Jonesboro, Ind., and
another to Oak Hill High
School in Hutchinson, Ind.
Their next training session
will be at Mississinewa High
School in Gas City, Ind., on
May 8.
In 2004 Lilly Endowment
Inc. granted Taylor $1 million through the Engaging
and Retaining Scholars Program. In addition to using
this money for local school
donations, Friesen used
$400,000 for academic technology. Purchases included
30 Gateway tablet laptops
for Nussbaum Science Center to be used by the computing and science systems
department.
Another $400,000 was given to the Center for Teaching
and Learning Excellence,
and the remaining $200,000
was given to the Center for
Research and Innovation

in the basement of Ayres
Alumni Hall.
In addition to the Gateway laptops, a multimedia
cart was also purchased. The
multimedia cart contains
one Gateway laptop with
Windows XP Professional
and Microsoft Office Professional 2003, a VCR/DVD
combo, an HP scanner, a digital projector equipped with
a document camera (similar
to an overhead transparency
projector) and a speaker.
Lilly Endowment Inc. is
based in Indianapolis and
was created by J. K. Lilly, Sr.
and his sons, J. K. Lilly, Jr.
and Eli Lilly in 1937. Lilly
Endowment Inc. aims to support religion, education and
community development. It
also desires to benefit young
people, promote leadership
education and financial selfsufficiency in the nonprofit
charitable sector.

Stewards celebrate creation
BY KATIE GARBER
CONTRIBUTOR
This week Stewards of
Creation hosted a series of
events encouraging campus
environmental stewardship.
The group planned its second annual Creation Care
Week to fall between Earth
Day (April 22) and Arbor
Day (April 28). Each evening
the group offered different
types of opportunities.
On Monday students gathered to clean up trash along
SOC’s
Adopt-a-Highway
zone.

On Tuesday they held a
bonfire with worship, discussion and reading of
Psalms.
“The Psalms are amazing as far as reflecting God’s
glory through creation,”
SOC coordinator Sarah Bales
said.
Discussion questions centered around ways Christians respond, or should
respond, to environmentalism.
On Wednesday, professors
from environmental studies,
philosophy, economics and

biology departments held
a forum in which they discussed environmental issues
through a multi-disciplinary
approach.
On Thursday students
cleaned along SOC’s Adopta-River location. The group
canoed and picked up trash
along several miles of the
Mississinewa River.
The culminating event today will be held in Upland
Park to perform tree maintenance. Last year, using grant
funding, SOC planted 20
trees in the park. The group

continues to maintain the
health of these and other
trees nearby.
Bales hopes the clean-up
events this week will help
Taylor become more environmentally aware. She has
noticed students’ success in
dealing with other important issues, such as AIDS
awareness. SOC wishes to
bring issues of environmental stewardship to the forefront of student interest as
well.
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Cramer's call to Nussbaum Mandor recalls
chemotherapy
By Timothy Deal
Contributor

Photo by Amy Wood

Jerry Cramer felt called to Taylor after two years of retirement from Marathon Oil. Now, Cramer is the director of the Science Complex
campaign and is currently coordinating the fundraising plan to finance Nussbaum Science Center's remodeling. He is working to raise $40
million by May of 2007.

By Kate Yoder
Contributor
Shiny halls have become
dingy. Classrooms now
smell of chemicals and dust.
Nussbaum Science Center is
not what it used to be.
If science students are to
compete in the world outside
of Taylor, Nussbaum needs
improvement.
This task has fallen squarely on the shoulders of Jerry
Cramer, senior development
officer. Sitting comfortably
in his upstairs office in Freimuth Administration Building, Cramer recently talked
about his role at Taylor and
his current project of raising
money for renovations and
an addition to Nussbaum.
There is no doubt in Cramer’s mind that God called
him to Taylor. Thirteen years
ago, he was working as an accounting manager for Marathon Oil Company. One day
he received a cold call from
Gene Rupp, then vice president for advancement, offering him a position in the
department at Taylor.
“I hadn’t interviewed for
anything in years," Cramer
recalls "but my wife Connie and I came out for a full

day of interviewing at Taylor
and, to our surprise, they offered me the job.”
The Cramer family had
a choice to make. Taking the
job at Taylor would mean
terminating
employment
with Marathon Oil, walking away from a significant
income and encroaching
on their youngest daughter
who would be starting her
freshman year at Taylor. He
turned the offer down, never
expecting it to come back.
Two years later, things
changed. After taking an
early retirement from Marathon Oil, Cramer had no idea
what he was going to do.
His daughter, then a junior
at Taylor, encouraged him to
call Rupp back and tell him
about the early retirement.
“I called Rupp and told
him and there was silence on
the end of the phone,” Cramer recalls. “I immediately
thought, oh goodness, this
isn’t good.”
But the silence was an indicator that things were
good and God’s timing was
perfect. Rupp had just come
back from a meeting where
he had been told to look for
a person who would become
director of the Taylor Tomor-

row campaign. Rupp offered
Cramer the job, and within a
few months he and Connie
moved to Upland.
Under Cramer’s guidance
and leadership, the Taylor
Tomorrow campaign raised
nearly $80 million in seven
years. Most of the money
went toward major buildings
and endowments on both
the Upland and Fort Wayne
campuses.
“The successful completion
of the Taylor Tomorrow campaign is the culmination of
the most aggressive fundraising effort in the university’s
history," former president
David Gyertson said. "This
campaign’s success is evidence that the bold commitments of the Board of Trustees and the hard work of Dr.
Jay Kesler and his leadership
team were firmly grounded
in both great vision and untapped potential.”
Consequently, when the
newest fundraising project,
the Science Complex campaign, came up, Taylor’s new
president, Gene Habecker,
called on Cramer to head up
the project.
“My official title is coordinator of the program,” Cramer said. “My role is to come

up with a master fundraising
plan to raise the $40 million
needed by May of 2007.”
According to Cramer, this
project is by far the biggest
fundraiser Taylor has ever
participated in because of the
short timeline Dr. Habecker
imposed.
“We have to raise the $40
million from the moment we
are sitting here until groundbreaking in May of 2007,”
Cramer said. “It took us
seven years to raise $80 million.”
Regarding the short timeline and high amount of
money needed for the Nussbaum addition and renovation, “It is hard to put into
words how I feel," Cramer
said.
"I am so impressed with
the leadership and vision of
Dr. Habecker," he said. "We
know he has a sense of vision, but we have to work to
bring that to a sense of reality. I’m going to say I have
guarded optimism. I am not
pessimistic. I believe in [Dr.
Habecker’s] enthusiasm and
his willingness to roll up his
sleeves and get involved
with this, that it is possible.”

Off Campus Housing for ‘06-‘07
The Ranch
at 239 Taylor Street

Casa Patricia Apartments
Now Renting For Fall Semester!

For small or large groups

* One or Two bedroom apartments
* On-site Laundry
* Central Air
* Range & Refrigerator furnished

Call 998-7354 for more info and a showing.

Contact: Corrie Church at 998-0530

The Mansion
at 1023 S. Second Street
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Getting excused from class
for chemotherapy treatment
is probably not how a high
school student wants to get
out of school. However,
spending days away from
class for chemo treatment
and recovery became a way
of life for Taylor University
junior Tim Mondor during his senior year of high
school. For two days following a strong chemo treatment, Tim was confined to
his couch because he was too
weak to move.
“It was frustrating because
it was very much a physical
exhaustion but not a mental
exhaustion,” Tim remembers. “I couldn’t do anything
except watch TV or play
video games. To walk to the
bathroom was physically exhausting for me.”
A psychology major, Tim
lounges in his dorm room
and reflects on his battle with
Hodgkin’s disease, a cancer
of the lymphatic system.
Tim was very matter-offact in September 2002 when
he learned the lump that had
appeared in his neck was
cancerous. He remembers
when he heard the news.
“The first thing that popped
into my mind was the question ‘Is it curable?’”
Hearing it was treatable,
Tim’s immediate response
was, “Do whatever. Just get
rid of it.”
Tim was sent to Riley Children’s Hospital in Indianapolis for surgery to ready his
body for chemo. The surgery
took place on Sept. 24, 2002,
Tim’s 18th birthday, which
earned him a little extra attention from the nurses.
“I had, like, seven stickers
on me, and they were giving
me presents,” he remembers.
“It was cool, they were very
nice.”
The first surgery took place
in the morning and Tim received his first round of
chemo treatment as he slept
that night. This was the beginning of a treatment cycle
Tim continued for the next
six months via frequent visits to Lutheran Hospital in
Fort Wayne.

In the first part of the cycle,
which typically took place
on the first Monday of the
month, Tim received a heavy
dose of chemical treatment
that took six to eight hours
to drain into his body. This
first dosage was the most
physically exhausting of the
cycle and it took Tim most of
the week to recover.
A week after the first dose
was administered, Tim was
given a smaller dose of
chemical treatment, which
marked the second part of
the cycle. This second dose
had fewer chemicals in it,
so Tim typically recovered
faster. The third and fourth
weeks of the month were
resting periods, giving Tim a
needed break from the chemical treatment. However, he
still had to report back to the
hospital regularly for blood
tests to check his white cell
count.
During the times Tim felt
well enough to move about,
he was still accompanied by
a continual feeling of nausea. Tim says this may have
been due to the pills he had
to take every day.
“I learned to live with it,”
Tim says. “Even in my offweeks I didn’t feel good,
but I felt okay. I was going
to school. I was hanging
out with my friends during
those two weeks off.”
The stress of the treatment
grew worse with time. Certain smells and sights that
Tim associated with the hospital and the chemo quickly
made him nauseated and
sick. One day, when things
were not going well at the
hospital, Tim broke down
and cried with his mother.
“I hit an emotional breaking point,” Tim said. "[I
thought] ‘I just want to get
this over with. I’m done. I
don’t want to do this anymore …. ’ It was very depressing,” he said.
In time, the treatment finally ended. Looking back
on the experience, Tim says,
“I think it built perseverance
in me.”
When he faces tough circumstances now, he asks
himself, “Can I handle this?
I’ve handled chemo. I think I
can handle this.”
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RESPONSES, THOUGHTS, PRAYERS
JOE RINGENBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR
We are in no position to
deal with death. We know
about it, of course, and can
try to put it off. We spend
time thinking about it, fearing it, aware of our own
mortality. This is what, as
the poet Franz Wright points
out, separates us from the
other animals: we can comprehend our own death.
But our intellectualism
doesn’t take us very far. Our
statisticians can give us numbers and averages that help
us think about it abstractly,
and our doctors can tell us
to exercise more and drink
more orange juice with the
hope of pushing it back a few
years. We know of our mortality, but only just a little.
We know about death, but
not enough to do anything
about it. We are the only animal that takes vitamins.
Death is a primal thing, a
testimony to the wildness
inside us. It is an animal
thing, like breathing or yelling or rolling over in our
sleep. It is not something
that can be reasoned about,
only felt, deeply known, but
not understood. We cannot
study our way around it, we
can only work through it together.

EMILY CHASE
JUNIOR
What do you say in a time
like this? After the death of
my father not even two years
ago I learned that death is a
very tricky thing to deal with.
What we are experiencing
now is something that no one
wants to go through, but God
has given us this suffering
to prepare us for something
greater than we can imagine.
None of us understand the
way God is working, but we
must know that He is doing
something special.

Annie Dillard writes, “Here
is a solid planet…stocked
with mountains and cliffs,
where stone banks jut and
deeply rooted trees hang
on. Among these fixed and
enduring features wander
the flimsy people. The earth
rolls down and the people
die; their survivors derive
solace from clinging, not to
the rocks, not to the cliffs, not
to the trees, but to each other.
It was striking. Loose people
clung in families, holding
on for dear life. Grasping
at straws! One would think
people would beg to be tied
to trees.”
Of course the earth gets
plowed under too. Straws
might be what we are, but
they’re all we have to hold
on to. We are the only animals that knows we will die,
but that knowledge turns out
to be useless when we are
confronted, as our campus,
our friends and our families
were Wednesday night, with
the shape death takes when
it comes close.
Our knowledge drops off
and we are forced to face a
void with nothing to measure or count, no experts to
consult and no vitamins to
take. We cannot understand
it or analyze it, but only comfort one another in love and
in faith. We cannot escape
the fact that we will die, but
we can cling to each other
as we face it, hold tight to
one another and survive by
mourning together. We are,
as well, the only animal that
cries.
Many of us are in great
mourning right now. However, many of us did not
know these fellow students,
and it is our job to provide
comfort and healing to those
around us.
Think about how much
you have prayed in the past
few days. If I can say one
thing, never stop praying
this way. We should not go to
God only in tragedies. Pray
fervently every day for the
rest of your life. God is waiting to hear from you, even in
happy times.
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Opinions

BOB NIEDECK
DIRECTOR OF
COUNSELING CENTER
Harold Kushner writes:
“At some of the darkest moments of my life, some people I thought of as friends
deserted me – some because
they cared about me and it
hurt them to see me in pain,
others because I reminded
them of their own vulnerability and that was more than
they could handle. But real
friends overcame their discomfort and came to sit with

me. If they had no words to
make me feel better, they sat
in silence and I loved them
for it.”
I am grateful to be part of
a community where friends
don’t desert friends. Where
people hold each other and
care for each other. Where it
is ok to be sad. Where it isn’t
left up to the “professionals” to comfort those who
mourn. Ecclesiastes 4:9-10
says, “Two are better than
one, because they have good
reward for their labor. For if
they fall, one will lift up his

companion. I have seen this
demonstrated
throughout
campus these past hours and
I praise God for that.
I have been asked many
times today what people can
do for those who seem to be
swallowed up in grief, and
I read something by Harold
Ivan Smith that says it much
better than I could say it:
“Remember: something
happens when we listen not
just with our ears but with
our eyes. Something happens
when we wait out a griever’s
words. Something happens

when we express our care
in calming ways. Something
happens when we keep our
promises even when it is less
than convenient. Something
happens when we pay attention to the questions of
the griever, rather than offer
a cheap answer. Something
happens when hearts touch.
Something happens when
we remember Jesus’ promise "Where two or three are
gathered…there I will be
too." Something happens
when a caregiver becomes a
grief sharer.

MATT STALLINGS
JUNIOR

A Psalm, a Lament
Surely you behold trouble and misery;
you see it and take it into your own hand.
(Psalm 10:14)
We won’t say our misery weighed more
when you took it into your own hand.
For your hand has held buildings and airplanes;
your hand has held waves, earthquakes, hurricanes.
Many times, many times the ambulance lights
have flashed across your outstretched hand.
Still, you have taken the glass, the bent metal;
taken it and embedded it in your own hand.
Your hand has become a place of many and mixed miseries,
and yet it is the only place we care to go,
to kneel, to pray, to say, “Hold us, hold us again.”
THOM SATTERLEE
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

MEAGHAN O'NEILL
SOPHOMORE
We’ve heard it a thousand
times, “Everything happens
for a reason.” Thankfully,
this phrase carries much biblical weight and truth to it. It
is not our job to know why
God caused four of our peers
and one staff member to die
on Wednesday night, but we
can know that it did not come
as a surprise to him. Those
students were very close to
many differently people, but
God knew them and loved
them more than any humans
ever could.

CHRIS HORST
SENIOR
As I sat in the auditorium,
I scanned the audience. My
eyes moved back and forth
through the aisles and up
into the balcony. Some were
shedding tears, others, like
myself, stood or sat in shock,
unsure how to handle the
situation. Some embraced
each other, which was often
the only thing to do as there
were no words left to share.
Occasionally someone would
receive a call and sprint out
the back. Was it one of her
friends? Was it one of my
friends?
Rumors spread through the
crowd like wildfire. I tried to
gauge others’ reactions in an
attempt to validate the hearsay. The uncertainty of it all
made it hard to grieve. As
we prayed, sang and shared
together, I quickly became
numb. I desperately wanted

We may not ever know why
God allowed this to happen,
but we can be confident good
will come out of it. Even
now, we can sense the spiritual urgency and brevity of
life. Even now, our community is as close as ever. Even
now, we can praise God that
those people are with him in
heaven right now.
I was scheduled to work
that banquet until Monday
night, when I cancelled due
to other plans. I cannot help
but question why they died
and I didn’t. But I can trust
that God’s ways are higher
than ours, and his thoughts

are not our thoughts. And
we are not alone. He mourns
when we mourn.
Isaiah 40 says, “The grass
withers and the flowers fall,
because the breath of the
Lord blows on them. Surely
the people are grass . . . He
tends his flock like a shepherd; he gathers the lambs
in his arms and carries them
close to his heart; he gently
leads those that have young
. . . Who has understood the
mind of the Lord, or instructed him as counselor? Whom
did the Lord consult to enlighten him, and who taught
him the right way?"

to know…to hear the names.
I left the chapel, unsure
how to deal with the feelings
I was having. I drove home
and tried to process my
thoughts. Is this really happening? God, why? As I sat
on my porch, overwhelmed
and still deadened to the situation, I got the call.
“Hey Chris. Did you hear?”
my buddy asked. “The rumors were true. Betsy and
Larson both went Home tonight.” He didn’t know the
other names, but I’m not
sure I could have dealt with
it anyway.
God, why them? Why? I
remembered seeing Betsy
and Brad’s closest friends
throughout the evening
and tried to personify what
they were going through. I
thought of their families—
their mothers and fathers
getting those fateful calls.
The thing to say is, “There’s
no words to express…,” but

I do have words to express
what I’m feeling. “Why do
You stand afar off, O Lord?
Why do You hide Yourself
in times of trouble?” (Psalm
10:1) That’s what I’m thinking. David dealt with it too…
frustration, confusion, anger.
I’ve never dealt with anything like this before, but I
know the pain I am dealing
with pales in comparison
to that of a lot of students
and family members. I can’t
imagine. Why, dear Jesus,
does something like this
have to happen?
David was irate…almost

In situations like these I
feel like we all look for something positive to hold on to. I
found peace while sitting in
the chapel Wednesday night
simply picturing the smile
that I had seen hundreds of
times on my friend’s face and
imagining how incredible
that smile must have been
when their eyes opened to
see the kingdom of heaven
and our Lord standing before
them. I could not help but
be overjoyed for that person.
My heart still breaks for the
families, friends and victims
of this accident, but I also celebrate for my friend who has
at last gone home.
We often talk about striving
for “the goal set before us” –
heaven is it! God has told us
about our home in heaven to
get us excited about the day
we go to be with him. The
knowledge of heaven not
only gives us strength in persecution but gives us hope in
times like these. Our friends
that left us this week have
gone to a place with streets of
gold, pearls as big as buildings and absolutely no fear or
pain. Is that not amazing?
I would be foolish to think
that every student here at
Taylor has a relationship with
Christ. It is my hope every
student would take a moment
to check their hearts and then
think of those close to them
who don’t have the hope of
heaven in their lives. There
is nothing more important
in this world than sharing
the hope that Christ offers us
and being sure that those we
touch every day will be with
us in heaven. Let this week
teach us that we don’t have
tomorrow and we must place
a priority on sharing our faith
with not only our loved ones
but those we cross paths with
every day.

indignant in his cries to the
Lord. Don’t hold back. He
already knows the thoughts
of your heart; why not cry
out to him? And oh the hope
that he promises. It may not
happen in a day or two, but
he will wrap his arms around
you and around me. He will
hold us close.
Later in Psalm 10, David
cries, “O LORD, You have
heard the desire of the humble; You will strengthen their
heart, You will incline Your
ear…In the LORD I take refuge” (Psalm 10:17, 11:1).

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be sent to echo@tayloru.edu by 3p.m.
on Wednesday and be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, not all opinion articles received can be printed. Opinions
should be kept as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the
right to edit submissions for length and content.

A&E

Ritter
chronicles
'Years'
BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR

Browse the reviews of
modern folk singer Josh
Ritter’s three albums and
the unfortunate descriptor
“Dylanesque” will appear
many times. It is unfortunate
because Bob Dylan’s impact
on folk and rock music was
so sweeping that every gruffvoiced man with an acoustic
guitar now must suffer an
unfair anxiety of influence.
Ritter certainly feels the
pressure to live up to expectations. After cutting his
teeth with two fine albums
on the Americana-steeped
Signature label, Ritter made
the jump to major label
V2 for the newly-released
“Animal Years.”
It seems Ritter made a
concerted effort to make an
important record. Important
records, however, are usually
the result of an artist hitting
his personal stride just as the
public becomes attuned to
his particular message. They
are not made by design.
As evidence, Ritter has
replaced the humorous storysongs of his previous records
with a more dour fatalistic
perspective. The album’s
two most ambitious tracks,
“Girl in the War” and “Thin
Blue Flame” deal, at least
indirectly, with the war in
Iraq. Elsewhere, Ritter talks
about doomed lovers and
sinking ships.
Producer Brian Deck
(Modest Mouse, Iron and
Wine) wraps these gloomy
tales in his signature production. With his own band,
Califone, Deck takes traditional American folk music
and twists it until the familiar sounds of country and
folk become strange and
beautiful, as if one is hearing
them for the first time.
Here, as with his work with
Iron and Wine, his touch is
subtle. He allows Ritter’s traditional songwriting to take
center stage, but flourishes
of electronic manipulation
creep in at the edges of the
guitar, mandolin and piano
arrangements.
Deck’s gorgeous production combines with Ritter’s
own ability to handle heavier
subject matter gracefully to
make “Animal Years” a successful introduction for the
scores of listeners who will
be hearing him for the first
time. “Wolves” gallops along
with the strength of a thoroughbred until it is eventually overtaken by a runaway
piano line.
The lengthy “Thin Blue
Line” gathers force with each
verse Ritter sings and burns
every ounce of energy it has
over nine and a half minutes.
These two songs, like many
of the album’s best moments,
are reminiscent of the
Mountain Goats’ 2005 album
“The Sunset Tree.” Ritter is
not quite as good at placing
himself at the heart of an
engrossing narrative as the
Goats’ John Darnielle, but
Darnielle is a veteran songwriter and one of the best
currently working. Ritter is
inexperienced by comparison.
If Ritter continues plowing
ground as fertile as the heartbreaking songs on “Animal
Years,” he will make the
Dylan comparisons sound
slightly less ridiculous.
For now, it is enough that
Ritter has proven himself
one of the most promising
young songwriters in music
today.

A&E
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'Slevin' scores for Hartnett
BY DUSTIN MCLEAN
CONTRIBUTOR

“Lucky Number Slevin” is
the first feature film written
by Jason Smilovic. Directed
by Paul McGuigan (“Wicker
Park”), “Slevin” is a well-told
story, although misleading
at times. It still manages to
deliver an all-star cast, great
performances and an ending
M. Night Shyamalan (“Sixth
Sense,” “Signs”) would be
proud of.
Josh Hartnett (“Pearl
Harbor”) plays Slevin, a guy
who is in the wrong place
at the wrong time. Mistaken
for his friend Nick Fisher,
Slevin is told he owes two
crime lords a good deal of
money. The only way he can
make good on the debt is to
commit a crime for one of
the men.
Morgan Freeman (“Batman
Begins”) plays The Boss,
the man for whom Slevin is
asked to commit the crime.
Ben Kingsley (“Schindler’s
List,” “Ghandi”) plays The
Rabbi. At one time the two
bosses had been friends.
Now they want to see each
other dead. Freeman is good
in his role and Kingsley does

Photo courtesy of Rottentomatoes.com

Slevin (Josh Hartnett) is in the ironic position of proving he is not the man who owes money to two
different mob bosses in "Lucky Number Slevin."

quite well balancing the two
sides of his paradoxical religious criminal.
Then there is Mr. Goodkat
(Bruce Willis), a ruthless killer who is behind Slevin’s
bout of mistaken identity
and is setting the young man
up to be killed. Goodkat has
mysteriously been out of
town for twenty years but

has returned to do this job,
and no one knows why.
Slevin must decide if he
will kill to appease The Boss.
As he goes through the process of deciding, he begins
to fall in love with his new
friend Lindsey (Lucy Liu)
who is determined to help
Slevin clear his name, or at
least prove he is not Nick

TU Theatre presents

Photo by Amy Wood

Taylor Theatre presents Lansford Wilson's Pulitzer Prize-winning play "Talley's Folly." The Friday
performance has been cancelled. Performances will be held Saturday, April 29, Friday, May 5 and
Saturday May 6 at 8 p.m. in Mitchell Theatre. Tickets are available at the communication office for
$6. Pictured: Junior Ashley Mabie and Senior Aaron Leu.

'Talley's Folly'

Fisher.
The hard-boiled dialogue
is sharp and witty in a classic
noir style and the characters
make good use of common
archetypes. Liu goes out on a
limb playing Lindsey against
her usual tough girl image,
not karate kicking anyone in
the head.
Willis does what he does

best--shooting guns and
being charming about it.
Hartnett does well with
Slevin, proving he can carry
a movie if given the chance.
Problems with the film lie
mostly in its pacing, revealing the ending just a little
too early. It may be just a
little too thorough. Despite
all this, the film still works.
The film is as stylistic as it
can be, trying its very hardest
to be the coolest movie ever,
and failing only because it
tries a little too hard. The cinematography is clear, crisp
and very bright. There is
also a clever sequence which
inter-cuts two conversations
through a glass chess board.
A violent film, “Slevin”
can seem Tarantino-esque at
times, prompting many comparisons, but it is not to be
confused with a cheap “Pulp
Fiction” knockoff. “Slevin”
seems to have the lofty goal
of re-invigorating or even
re-inventing the genre. Even
though it does not quite pull
it off, it still manages to be
an entertaining, clever and
smart movie that will have
you guessing right until the
very end.

Rouse gets happy
BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR
Josh Rouse’s “next big
thing” status has probably
been downgraded since
2002’s “Under Cold Blue
Stars.” Since then, however,
there has been a palpable
sense of relaxation and relief
in his music.
Rouse debuted in 1998
with the surprisingly authoritative country/folk album “Dressed Up Like Nebraska.” After several decent
records, however, Rouse still
seemed unable to deliver on
the limitless potential seen in
his early work.
2003’s “1972” could be
considered a reinvention or
a mid-career crisis. Rouse
abandoned the folk trappings of his first four albums
in favor of lush orchestration
reminiscent of Carole King
and Jackson Browne.
His new record, “Subtitulo,” takes warmth and relaxation to an extreme. The
album does not have a care
in the world and that is its
problem.
Relocating to Spain must
have had a profound effect
on Rouse’s life. This album
not only reflects the sunny
location of its recording, but

the singer's sunnier disposition as well. Rouse seems to
have made an album intended to reflect a deep personal
happiness.
Unfortunately, this makes
for profoundly uninteresting
music at times. Rouse drawls
about being in love and having nothing to worry about
over cleanly-plucked acoustic guitar and tense strings.
“Summertime” and “Wonderful” show a new affinity
for schmaltzy Mancini-like
string and horn arrangements. These songs are
played without irony, recalling Chicago’s experimental pop group “The Sea and
Cake” minus the experimentation.
The duet “The Man Who…”
features the vocal talents of
Paz Suay, but fails to achieve
the breezy Getz/Gilberto feel
to which it aspires until its final instrumental coda.
Perhaps this album will
sound better three months
from now when Rouse’s
reminiscence of “iced tea and
swimming pools,” is more
timely. Chances are, however,
I will simply put “Nashville”
on again and hope Rouse regains the fiery inspiration he
once displayed.

Hotrod Lincoln
*25 years auto repair experience
*front end alignments starting May 1
*1,000 sq. ft. 1950s memorabilia
showroom

Take 15% off with Taylor ID
We'll do your last minute repairs
before your trip home!
8150 S. 575
E. Jonesboro, Ind.
(765)677-0068
contact Barry Soultz
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Taylor baseball sweeps Grace
Trojans pull into second place in MCC South, face Huntington tomorrow

Photo by DJ Horton

Sophomore Blake Rollins eyes a pitch during the Trojans' 11-0 win over Ohio Northern on April 4. Taylor played twice against Grace College Saturday, winning 12-2 and 5-0 behind hot bats and the
starting pitching of senior Luke Baeslack and junior Mike Bentley. The Trojans (29-17, 12-8 MCC) are now in sole possession of second place in the MCC South Division. The team plays four times
against Huntington to end the season. In the event of a tie with division-leading Marian College, the Trojans would be named MCC South Division Champions because they hold the tie-breaker.

BY RYAN SCHMUCKER
CONTRIBUTOR
Each year the Taylor baseball team sits down and its
players plan their individual
and collective goals for the
season. One goal that never
changes is winning the conference championship and
continuing on to regionals.
The team came one step
closer to accomplishing that
goal on Saturday, when they
convincingly swept Grace
College in two games.
Senior Luke Baeslack,

game one’s starting pitcher,
has been the team’s ace and
most consistent starter this
year. Baeslack stifled Grace’s
offense all game, aside from
a short-lived rally capped by
a two-run homer by Chris
Fronapel of Grace.
Baeslack improved to 7-3
on the season as he allowed
two runs on only three hits
while going all five innings.
Taylor’s offense, on the other
hand, was red hot in game
one. Freshman Paul Passiales
led the Trojans with three
hits on the day, while juniors

Tad Litwiller, Ricky Pease
and Mike Bentley and senior
Matt Wiseman each collected
two hits as well. Taylor won
easily, 12-2.
Baeslack gave the credit
to the offense.
“Everything started with
the offense today,” he said.
“The pitchers and defense
were able to feed off what
was going on at the plate. It
is easy to pitch with a cushion like the one I was given
today by the offense.”
In game two the Trojans got off to another hot

start. They posted a run
in the first inning and two
more in the second to pull
out to a 3-0 lead. That was
more than enough run support for Bentley, who threw a
phenomenal game just three
days after taking a line drive
to the head and making a
trip to the hospital. Bentley
had his best outing of the
season, giving up just one hit
over seven innings of work.
Taylor tacked on two more
runs in the top of the seventh
to win the game 5-0. The Trojans were led at the plate by

Wiseman, who went 2-2 adding two RBIs. Litwiller and
senior Trent Mast each collected two hits as well.
With these two wins,
Taylor (29-17, 12-8 MCC)
pulled into second place in
the South Division, just two
games behind Marian College, who took two games
from Huntington College on
Monday night.
Senior Dustin Miller knows
the team needs to play hard
for these last four games.
"We are happy to pick up
these two wins today, but

now we need to just turn the
page and focus on the games
with Huntington to close out
the season. It is up to us to
get on the bus and go take
care of business at Huntington to ensure our success,”
he said.
In the event of a tie with
Marian at the end of the season, the Trojans would own
the tie-breaker and would be
crowned the Southern Division Champions in the MCC.
Taylor has four crucial games
left against Huntington to
close the season.

Trojan track focuses on task at hand
Taylor track has strong showing at Olivet invitational, prepares for MCC meet
BY ANDREW NEEL
STAFF WRITER
The preparation for this
weekend’s Mid-Central Conference meet did not stop
Taylor’s track team from
excelling at the Olivet Nazarene University Invitational
on Saturday.
Senior Andy Long, whose

girlfriend attends ONU,
leapt his way 22 feet 6.25
inches to win the men’s long
jump, edging out his nearest
competition by 6.5 inches.
“I was trailing going into
the long jump finals, and
right before the finals began, my girlfriend blew me a
kiss. The next thing I know,
I jumped almost 23 feet and

won the event by nearly a
foot,” Long said.
His success didn’t stop
there. Long ran a 48.64 in the
400-meter to win first place
and qualify for NAIA Nationals in that event.
“I’m not saying [my girlfriend’s] attendance enhanced my performance, but
I did have my best meet of

the season,” Long said. “This
may not be a coincidence.
My teammates have even
discussed flying her out for
the [MCC] conference meet
next week.”
Senior Heather Haskins
placed second in the 400-meter for the Lady Trojans with
at time of 1:01.53.
“Although I love running

the 400, it is a very challenging race for me, particularly
mentally,” Haskins said.
“The finish was really exciting because I came around
the last corner in fourth place
and just barely edged out the
third place girl at the finish
line.”
Coach Ted Bowers was
pleased with the track team’s

performance and is excited
about the conference meet.
“This is the meet we shoot
for every year,” Bowers said.
“There are five teams with a
strong chance to win it.”
The MCC meet will begin
today at Indiana Wesleyan
University at 2 p.m. and will
continue tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Western Conference Playoff Preview
BY ANDREW NEEL
STAFF WRITER
Editor's note: Andrew's Eastern
Conference picks ran last week.
Here's a recap of those, as well as
his full Western Conference picks
which he wrote before the start of
each series.
First Round:
Pistons in 4; Cavaliers in 5
Heat in 4; Nets in 7
Second Round:
Pistons over Cavs in 5
Heat over Nets in 7
Conference Finals:
Pistons over Heat in 6

Western Conference
First Round
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Trojans win three of four, tie for 5th
Senior Sarah Sarracino connects with a pitch during the Trojans' 9-5 win over St. Mary of the
Woods on Saturday. The game featured many free passes for the Trojans as there were seven
hit batters and five walks allowed by SMW pitchers. TU lost the other game of the doubleheader
14-5. On Tuesday the Trojans (7-22, 7-9) finished their conference schedule with two impressive
wins over Huntington. The team rallied behind solid pitching from freshman Jill Tomaszewski and
sophomore Brittany Beckham. Tomaszewski secured game one 2-0, with both runs coming on a
home run by junior Amy Richardson. The Trojan bats came alive in the second game, scoring 12
runs to support Beckham's effort. Taylor will play Marion in the MCC tournament in May.

Sports

(1) San Antonio vs. (8) Sacramento (44-38)
Ron Artest is playing in this series.
That alone makes it must-see TV.
What other player makes you stop
and watch to see if he’ll rip off an
opponent’s arm or punch a ref?
Add in the always exciting Mike
Bibby and the chance to see the
Robert Horry save the day and it
makes for a good match-up.
Prediction: Spurs in 6 games
(2) Phoenix vs. (7) Los Angeles Lakers
Many people feel this match-up
has “upset” written all over it, and
that has a lot to do with the man
who scored 81 points in a game
this season. It’s not a stretch to
say that Kobe (my pick for MVP)
can almost single-handedly carry

this team to the second round.
Prediction: (Upset Special) Lakers
in 6.
(3) Denver vs. (6) Los Angeles Clippers
In an odd turn of events, the
sixth-seeded Clippers will have
home-court advantage in this
series because they have a better record than the Northwest
Division Champion Nuggets. With
that being said, they are the Clippers, and I don’t think this will be
the team to break a two-decade
tradition of losing. Also, Denver’s
Carmelo Anthony has hit more
game-winners this year than any
other player, and 5’5” Earl Boykins
is on the Nuggets. I’m always partial to the little guy.
Prediction: Nuggets in 6
(4) Dallas vs. (5) Memphis
Despite pessimism from outsiders before the season began, the
Mavericks have been one of the
top teams in the league all season long. They have been led by
MVP candidate Dirk Nowitzki and
the three J’s: Jason Terry, Josh
Howard and Jerry Stackhouse.
Together, these four players account for 73 percent of Dallas’
scoring. For the last three years,
the Grizzlies have made it a habit
of overachieving in the regular
season, and disappearing when
the playoffs roll around. This year
will be no exception to that trend.
Dallas coach Avery Johnson has
the Mavs playing with confidence,
and they will use this series as a

warm-up for the “clash of the titans” with San Antonio in round
two.
Prediction: Mavericks in 5

Second Round
San Antonio vs. Dallas
This will be a tremendous series
between the Texas rivals, and
whoever comes out on top will
likely represent the West in the
finals. The only safe predictions I
can make are that Dirk will score
30 points at least twice and Eva
Longoria (Tony Parker’s girlfriend)
will be talked about or shown on
camera at least 300 times.
Prediction: Spurs in 6
Denver vs. Los Angeles
Lakers
The Lakers would have homecourt advantage if these two
teams met and that should be
enough to propel them to a surprise entrance in the conference
finals. Well, that and if Kobe averages about 40 points a game.
Prediction: Lakers in 7

NBA Finals
Detroit vs. San Antonio
In a rematch of last year’s exciting 7-game championship series,
the Pistons hold home-court advantage, but the Spurs hold the
trophy. This series should feature
some games that go down to the
wire, and I fully expect Chauncey
Billups to hit a game-winning shot
at some point in the Finals. Tim
Duncan’s health will probably be
the deciding factor in this series.
Prediction: Spurs in 6

